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QUESTION 1

An administrator inherits an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC) that has an unknown username and password. Which
credentials should the administrator enter to reset the administrative access? 

A. Username: backdoor; Password: @ruba 

B. Username: admin; Password: admin 

C. Username: password; Password: forgetme! 

D. Username: Aruba; Password: Reset! 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/ArubaOS-and-Controllers/Password-Recovery/tdp/13220 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator manages an Aruba wireless network. Users authenticate to the wireless network using PEAP, where
their credentials are validated by the controller\\'s local database. The company purchases Android tablets to use with
an inventory tracking system The administrator notices that many of the users of these devices use their normal
username and password to authenticate, which allows the tablet to access all resources that the user can access from
their wireless computers. This is a security violation. 

Which Aruba Mobility Controller (MC) feature should the administrator configure to restrict tablet access to a web portal
for authentication, where an appropriate post-authentication policy can be applied to these tablets? 

A. AirMatch 

B. AP fingerprinting 

C. Server-derived roles 

D. User-derived rules 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which protocol is used to tunnel user traffic when an administrator implements tunneled mode between an ArubaOS-
Switch and an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC)? 

A. IPSec 

B. AMON 

C. PAPI 

D. GRE 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator wants to implement a Live Upgrade (in-service upgrade) of a cluster in an Aruba wireless solution.
Which ArubaOS feature does the Mobility Master (MM) use to ensure RF redundancy, so that when one or more APs
are rebooted there is no loss of wireless coverage for users? 

A. AirMatch 

B. Mobility Controller load balancing 

C. AP image preload 

D. AP image verification 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator implements two redundant Aruba Mobility Masters (MMs). Which protocol should the administrator use
to detect a failure in a single subnet? 

A. PAPI 

B. SNMP 

C. VRRP 

D. IPSec 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url? sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=1andcad=rjaanduact=8an
dved=2ahUKEwj2goKg4dbeAhVP5IUKHVIiBS
8QFjAAegQICRACandurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcommunity.arubanetworks.com%2Faruba% 2Fattachments%
2Faruba%2FAruba-VRDs%2F14%2F1%2FAruba%2520Mobility%2520Controllers-%
2520PDF.pdfandusg=AOvVaw09REIwQd_lHGXo_GO3vf8J 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator has a standalone controller that runs ArubaOS 8.x software and wants to upgrade it to a 

newer release. The upgrade will be performed from the front panel of the physical controller. The 

administrator places the new software in the root directory of a USB drive. On the controller\\'s LCD panel, 

no image is found. 

What is the cause of this problem? 
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A. The image must be placed in the /Upgrade subdirectory. 

B. The image must be placed in the /Images subdirectory. 

C. The image must be placed in the /ArubaImage subdirectory. 

D. The upgrade must be performed from the controller\\'s WebUI. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/ArubaOS_63_Web_Help/Content/ArubaFrameStyles/
Base_WLAN_Switch/Using_the_LCD.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator configures a cluster with only the members shown in the exhibit. AP load balancing is enabled. There
are no other cluster parameters configured. What occurs when a cluster member experiences a failure? 

A. High value sessions are synchronized. 

B. APs and clients are fully replicated. 

C. Connected users are de-authenticated 

D. APs reboot and rejoin the cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator has multiple AAA servers, some Microsoft RADIUS and some ClearPass. When 802.1X 
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users authenticate, the administrator wants to ensure that the authentication requests are handled by the 

appropriate AAA server. 

Users enter their username in this format: username@domain_name. 

What administrator implement to ensure the correct AAA server processes the authentication request? 

A. server matching rules for the VAP profile 

B. server matching rules for the server group 

C. server matching rules for the AAA profile 

D. server matching rules for the 802.1X profile 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator implements machine authentication in an 802.1X profile. Which user role will be assigned to the
user\\'s session if machine authentication fails, but the 802.1X user authentication passes for a user who connects? 

A. 802.1X default user role 

B. Machine authentication initial user role 

C. 802.1X initial user role 

D. Machine authentication default user role 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A company has a wireless network that contains a cluster of four Aruba 7030 Mobility Controllers (MC) 

managed by a Mobility Master (MM) located in the data center. The company has Aps deployed that are 

nearing the capacity of the cluster. The administrator wants to increase AP capacity. 

How can the administrator solve the problem? 

A. Add a new controller to the Mobility Master. 

B. Add a Virtual Mobility Controller to the existing cluster. 

C. Add a 7030 controller to the existing cluster. 

D. Add a 7220 controller to the existing cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 11

An administrator wants to implement the MultiZone feature in a company\\'s network to segregate corporate and guest
traffic. Corporate traffic will have APs establish connections to a cluster managed by a Mobility Master (MM), and guest
traffic will have the same APs establish connections to a standalone controller at the company\\'s DMZ. 

What is true about the implementation of MultiZones in this scenario? 

A. The MultiZone feature must be enabled in the data zone. 

B. The primary zone maintains full control of AP management and configuration. 

C. The primary and data zones must be in the same L2 subnet. 

D. A MultiZone AP can initially connect to any zone to obtain its configuration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator has a cluster of Aruba Mobility Controllers (MCs). The administrator wants to manually reboot one of
the controllers. 

Before rebooting, which command should the administrator use to move the APs? 

A. apmove 

B. lc-cluster move ap 

C. active-ap-rebalance 

D. active-ap-lb 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator moves an AP from Campus 1 to Campus 2. At the Campus 2, the moved AP does not connect to a
controller and download an AP Group configuration. 

Which process should the administrator perform to reset the AP back to its initial default state? 

A. From apboot mode, execute purgeenv. 

B. From the AP\\'s ArubaOS CLI, execute write erase all. 

C. From the controller\\'s ArubaOS, execute write erase all. 

D. From apboot mode, execute factory_reset. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

An administrator creates a cluster of four Mobility Controllers (MCs). When the administrator verifies the cluster
operation, the administrator notices that it is operating as an L3-connected cluster. 

What should the administrator do to ensure that the cluster operates as an L2-connected cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. Include all IP addresses in the same subnets shared by the Mobility Controllers. 

B. Exclude all VLANs that are not trunked to each Mobility Controller. 

C. Verify VLAN configuration on the switch trunks that interconnects the Mobility Controllers. 

D. Configure a separate VRRP group for each cluster member. 

E. Ensure that the controller IP addresses are in the same subnet. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 15

An administrator creates a user role that department A in a company uses. Various other roles exist for other
departments. All employees connect to the same ESSID, which authenticates to an external AAA server. How should
the administrator configure to assign the appropriate roles to the employees? 

A. implement default roles 

B. implement server-derived roles 

C. implement user roles 

D. implement AAA profile roles 

Correct Answer: C 
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